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METHODS OF SMOOTHING DOUBLE-ENTRY EXPECTANCY TABLES

APPLIED TO THE PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE

Michael J. Kolen, William M. Smith and Douglas R. Whitney

University of Ia we

Six methods for smoothing double-entry expe tancy,tables (tables that

relate two predictor variables t_ probability of attaining a selected level

of success on a criterion) were compared using data for entering- stude

at 85 colleges and universities. ACT composite scores and Self-reported

high school grade averages we 'used to construct expectancy tables based

on data for students entering each institution in 1969-10 Tables were con-

structed using two levels of success--"C or bette and "B or better" first

semester grade point averages. The tables were smoothed uSing each method

and evaluated according to how Closely the smoothed tables corresponded to

observed data at the same institutions-in 1971-72 and in 1972-73 The

smoothed tables were more accurate than those based on 1969-70 observed

relative-frequencies.--A linear regression of observed-relative frequency on

predictor value was moat accurate; two extensions of an isotonic regression .

ethod were nearly as accurate. A commonly used regression method was found

to be less accurate than most Other _ethods.



METHODS OF SMOOTHING DOUBLE-ENTRY EXPECTANCY TABLES

APPLIED TO THE PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE

The probability t_at an individual_ will-attain a certain level of

success is often the measure Of primary interest in guidance and placement

decisions and in the selection of qualified'aOlicants. Expectancy tables

display the likelihood of success on some criterion measure given various

levels-of perfoTmance onone -or-more predictors7 elated-to-success.-

One factor that'detractsfrom the usefulness of expectancy tables

that Chance irregularities can occur when the tables are constructed directly

from observed data,_espeCially shenrelative frequencies are computed for

catego ies containing few observations (Anastasi,_1976). These cen make it

appear that the probability of cuccess is smaller for high ability students

than for lower ability students when theo y and experience indicate otherwise.

When such apparent contradictions occur, it is desirable to "smooth" the ex-

pectancy table to remove the logical inconsistencies. Perrin & Whitney (1976)

studied a number of methods for smoothing single-entry expectancy tables and

concluded that the gains in accuracy which resulted warranted their use for

tables used in college admissions, guidance, or planning purposes.

When two predictors are available, the probability-of attaining a chosen'

'level of success-on-the criterioncan-be-displayed in a double-entry expectancy--.

table (Wesman, 1966_ ). Score intervals---on the two predictors ate listed at .

the margins of such double-entry expectancy tables. The values-in the-body

of the table estimated-the probability of- achieving success given the. raw and

.column values on the predictorS-. These prebabilities-can be .estimated directly_

from the observed relative frequencies or by the-use of various-s

techniques-.



The:noncern of thia paper is with situations in which it can be., p es

that the two predictor variables have a monotonic nondecreasing relationship

with probability of success and with each other. The problem examined here

arose in the process of constructing expectancy tables using achievement test

:scores and high sciuol percentile rank to estimate probabilities of attaining

certain grade point averages. A number of th: estimated probabilities in

tables constructed-using-the observed relative frequencies-contredi ted

beliefs about the nature of the underlying relationship among the variab e

That is,_the assumption of monotonicity seems reasonable for tables reflecting

test scores and high school grades used to estimate the probability of attaining

certain grade average level in college.

American Calle _ Test (ACT) composite scar s and self reported high school

grade average (HSA) were used to estimate the proportion of students evidencing

two:levels of success in college. The-two levels were earning a first term

grade point average GPA) f "C or bette ' and "B or bette_" Double-entry

expectancy tables were constructed directly from the observed relative frequen7

cies and also by applying various smoothing techniques to these relative

frequencies. Two indexes reflecting the similarity between croas-validetion

year relative frequencie- and estimated relative frequencies were used to

evaluate the a_oothing methods.
1

Construction Methods

Method 1: Observed Relative ZELguei_lcies

The most common method for constructing double-entry expectancy.tables

1-The use-of base year data to prepare tables for use with students in sub-

sequentiyears suggest that, for each:insti ution, joint probabilities

- exist and are identical from year-to-year.- The degree to which, each

method's estimate resembles these parameters will be studied in another

paper.



is to report the obse :ed relative frequency Of success at each combination

of the two predictor variables. For example, f 30Y. of the individuals with

-ACT-scores between 20 And 25Iand HSA between 2.6 and 3.3 were successful in

a particular year, a value of .30-wouldAfe placed in the appropriate cell of

the table. Thus,-the observed relative frequencies from one year are used

to_predict the relative frequencies in subsequent years.

Method 2a: _Linear Regression on GPA

The original data was used to estimate. the intercept, regression weights,

and standard error -f estimate for a mutliple linear regression model using

GPA as the criterion variable. The entry for each cell in the expectaney table

was estimated by substituting the ceoter2 each ACT and HSA interval into the-:of

regression equation and calculating the standard no mal deviate corresponding

to the difference between the predicted GPA and the selected level of success.

The cell entry is then the cumulative distribution function at the normal

deviate value. This method assumes a planar relationship among GPA, HSA and

ACT and normal, homio' edastic conditional dtstrfbutions .

Method 2b: Curvilinear Regression on GPA

Method 2a was amended to include the square of each predIctor variable

and the c:_ss-product term in the equation,for predicting GPA. This Method

allowed for a wider range of possible relationships among GPA, ACT, and HSA

than did Method 2a. Otherwise, it was identical to Method:2a.

The center of each interval was'defined as the mean of the interval under
the assumption that the marginal distributions of ACT and HSA were normal.
The mean of the interval in uniE normal deviates from the overall mean is:

-Yl 2
4interval

- -here,

y
1

and y
2
are the ordinates of the unit normal curve correHpondLng renpee-

tively, to the-low and high endpoints of the interval, and p is the a .a
Under the unit normal curve that lies between the endpoints-of the interval.
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Method 3a: Linear Regression on Observed Relative Fre uencies:

ACT and HSA were regressed the relative frequencies in the unsmoothed.

table (each relative frequency was weighted by the number of cases in that

cell). The center of the intervals were again used as the values for ACT

and HSA in the computations. The estimated intercept and regression

weights were used to generate the smoothed expectancy table. Any predicted

relative frequencies less than zero or.greater than one were set-equal

the appropriate limit _is method assumes that a planar relationship

existed among probability of success, HSA and ACT scores.

Method 3b: Curvilinear Regression on Observed Relative Frequencies.

Method. 3a was_amended to include thesquare of each predictor variable

and the Cross-product term in the equation for predicting the relative fre-

quencies of success. This method (like 2a)-allowed-for -a-wider -range-of. _

-relationships among probability SucceSS, ACT, and HSA.

Method 4: tensions of the isontonic ReaEtEEL11

The isotonic regression method (Ayer, Brunk, Ewing, Reed, and Silverman,

1955), which assumes only that the relationship between probability of success

and the predictor variable is non-decreasing monotonic, is very straight-

forward in single-entry tables. After forming the expectancy table, the

table is examined for reversals. Each reversal, where relatively fewer

students with higherpredictor values achieved success,- is considered as a

chance reversal because it violates the assumption that the relationsiin be-

tween:predictor and criterion is non-decreasing monotonic. When such a rever-
-

sal iA encountered, the tw (or more) relative frequenciesinvolved in the re-

versal-are weighted by the number of observations in'each of the &lib and

averaged. ta nveruJu roplu the ervod reliiLivu 111 ouch

cell involved in the reversal. The process continues until there are no

reversals remaining.



The computations involved in extending:this method to double-entry

tables, while still preserving its mathematical qualities discussed by Ayer,

et al (1955), appear to be intractable., e extensions reported here are

attempts to extend the logic (though they do not necessarily retain the

mathematical properties), of the single-entry method to smooth double-entry

tables.

In the two extensions of this method, the only assumptions about the

form of the relationship among ACT, USA, and probability of success are that

for any given ACT leveL the relationship between MA and the probability of

success 1- non-decreasing monotonic and that for any given USA level, the

relationship between ACT and probability of success is-hon-decreasing mono-

tonic (i.e., the conditional distributions of each predictor and criterIon

given the other predictor are non-decreasing notonic). These assumptions

do net, for example, indicate whether or not individuals with an ACT score of

25 and a USA of 2.7 should have as high an es imated probability of succes

than individuals with an ACT scere of 24 and a HSA Of 3,0 -The extensions

toAouble-entry tables involved two methods resolving this problem; other

defensible (and possibly better) extensions exist.

Method 4a: AltemaLelx Treating Rows and Columns as §kigla---Exy. Tables

--In-the first phase, each row in the table was smoothed (if necessary)

by the method described above for single-entry tables. After all

had been adjusted, the table was examined column by coluuni to-determine if

any reversals et- ned. Any reversals in the colunsia were adjusted by the

same procedure that was applied to the rows. The second phase involved

returning _to the original table:and smoothing first by columns and-then by

rows Each of the:two phases :produced IlaSble; ilihough Often different,
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solutions. Since there was no reason to prefer one solution over the other,

the cell entries in the two resulting tables were averaged and examined to

determine if any reversals existed. If reversals still remained, the entire

procedure was repeated on the averaged table as often as necessary.
3

Cells

that contained zero ob ervations in the original data were t eated as zero

frequency and zero relative frequency. The cell frequencies involved in

reversals were also averaged because, without this procedure, the solution

would often not converge or would converge very slowly.

Figure 1 illustrates this smoothing method applid. to a 3 x 4 expectancy

table. In the second row in FIgure lb, the values .300, .200, and .200 in

the unsmoothed table represent a reversal. These values were averaged

(weighted by cell frequencies) to obtain the value .211. Also note.that the

cell frequencies were averaged to produce the new cell frequency values of

31.7. The resulting table (Figure 1f) was obtained by averaging the cell

entrIes and frequencies in the tables in Figure le and Figure le. Since no

reversals were presen_ 1n the resulting expectancy table, no further smooth -

ing was required.

Insert Figure 1 about here

Method 4b: Linear Regression Weights Heed to Provide a Single Dimensional: Ordering:

If the cells,of the table could be ordered in such-a-way that one would

know, for example, that individuals with an ACT score of 25 and a HSA of 2.7

have at least as great an estimated probability of success aa individuals

3
Of the 170 tables smoothed in this study, 152 (89% ) required no repetitions
and the remaining 18 tables required only one repetition of the procedure..
Thua, this procedure appears to converge:rapidly,

9
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with an ACT score of 24 and a HSA of 3. 0, then the single-entry method

could be employed. To approximate this information, the regression weights

from Method 3a were used to provide an --equivocal ordering of the cells.

If the predicted value for one cell was greater than the predicted value

for another cell, then the probability of success for individuals with

scores corresponding to the first cell- as assumed to be at least as great

as the probability of success for individuals with scores correspodding to

the second. In this way a single-entry table was constructed. The single-

entry smoothing method was then applied and the table reconstructed. This

solution avoided some of the problems encountered in Method 4a.

An example of this method is shown in Figure 2. Based on the regress-

itin weights computed from the data shown in Figure 1 the cells were ordered

as in Figure 2a, smoothed using the single-entry method in Figure 2b, and

reconstructed in Figure 2c. As would be expected, Methods 4a and 4b pro-

duced different results, although the results were usually similar for cells

that initially contained a relatively large number of observations.

Insert Figure 2 about here

-Procedure

The data for thi- study consisted of the records of entering freshman

students at a sample (stratified by college of 85 institutions that

participated in one of the ACT Research Services for the yea _1969-70i---
--

,1971-72 and 1972-73. Perrin 61,Whitney (1976) provide a more complete desc

.

tion of the institutions. (Henceforth, 1969r70 will be referred to-as the

base year and-1971772 and 1972-73 as, respectively, validation year one and

10

P`
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two.) For each student completing the first term in one of these schools

during the base year or either of the validation.years ACT Assessment com-

posite score, average -f four self eported high school grades and first

term grade-point average (GPA) at the institution was obtained.

Construc ion and §ni_Lo_t_l_vizg.BxTectancy Tables

Six 5 x 5 expectancy table! wore &instructed for each institution using

the observed relative frequencies (one for each of the three years and at

each of the t-0 levels of success). , The two base year tables for each

school were smoothed using each of the six methods. In order to

standardize the tables, the ACT and BSA variables were divided into

five intervals, each approximately one standard deviation in width .

The five ACT composite intervals (based on a mean of approximately 20

and standard deviation of 5) were 12.5 or below, 12.5 to 17.5, 17.5 to 22.5,

22.5 to 27.5 and 27.5 or above. The five HSA intervals (based on the mean

of 2.6 and standard deviation of 0.7 reported in the ACT Basic Research Report

of 1970-71) were 1.55 ár below, 1.55 to 2.25, 2.25 to 2.95, 2.95 to 3.65,

and 3.65 or above.

Criteria

The two criteria reflected the degree to which each set of relative fre-

quencies estimated from the base year data co--e ponded to the relative fre-

quencies observed in each of the validation years. In each case, smalle

values of the index reflect more accurate estimation.

The first index weighted each of the errors in predictingthe relative

frequencies in the validation year equally. This_index would be expected

to identify the method(s) producing the smallest average predictive error
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across all cells of the table. The first cr±terion measure was:

mn

2

ers.

1 2

where D is the root mean-squared error in estimating relative frequencies,
1

77

P
ij

is the-Apbserved relative frequency of success in the cross-validation
-5(

year at interval i of predictor 1 and, interval j of predictor 2, w is the
ij

relative frequency predicted by the model, m Is the number of nterals on

variable 1, and n is the number of intervals on variable 2. If no observa-

tions resulted for a cell in the table in the validation year, then that term

was not included and the denominator was reduced by one.

The second index associated greater seriousness w±th predict on er

for cells of the table containing a larger n ber of observation. This in-

dex would be expected to identify the method(a) p oducing the smallest average

prediction error for the individual observations in the validation year.

The second criterion measure was:

1/2

Where D7 is a weighted measure of the error in estimating frequencies,
2 ij

is the number of observations in he ijth cell of the validation year table,

and the other symbols are as defined above Interpret 4-ions of the relative

validities the methods-of constru__ ng double-entry expectancy tables

ed on the values of D and D
-1

1 2



A four, factor ml ed analysis-of variance'procedure was aPPlied to each

of the

of cla

_-riterion measures: (Myers, 1972), Factors in the analysis were size-
.-

_

(sctually, number of first term students wi-h ACT:data-fiVe

exp ec t anC y table ,construction-_-ethod (

and validation year (t o levels).

even-levels), GPA value t o

levels)

',-

Size of class was considered a :betwee_

effect and all other factors were treated as "within' effects. The unit

analysis school within type' Was considered to be a "rando

-all-other:factors were:considered fixed" effects

Results

effect and

The results from the analysis of variance for the criterion measures

are presented in Tables 1. and 2. All tests (including post-hoc tests) were

II

conducted at the .01 level of significance. Unbiased estimates of the

omponents Myer 1972) are also provided.
4

Insert Tables 1 and 2 about here

The appropriate means for the main effects and interactions which sur-

passed the .01 level ofsignificance are provided in Tables-3 and-4. The

Tukey (1953) critical differences for comparisons between any pair of

--are provided in Table

wise comparisons

5. The following discussion is based on these pair-

Since the interactions involving methods were essentially

ordinal, the main effects are discussed -rior to the interaction

4 Since=there was only one observation per cell, no,direct estimate of
was possib1e.1- It:.was assumed that the varianceidompOnent forthe
hiphest order pooled Internet-Lon: ) wilts ,equal to zero. thin- SMYWA2 -

Way estImuitt.il by r-i.SP Aju, ULLLr ,Lbe
'components were_computedi flie estimates that were -negative were replac

by zero. Thus,- these estimates are no longer-unbiased.

13



:Insert Tables 3, 4; and 5 about here

Main Effects

The relat-ve frequencies estimated by any of tbäIxsmobthing methods were

more accurate than the estimates p ovided using the observed relativa:Ire-

quencies (Method 1) In addition, Method 3a was more accurate than.-

:Method-2a for tha D- criterion . Methods 3a, 3b,-4aand 4b were more
1

accurate than Methods ,2a ahd 2b for the D
2

criterion.

As would -ba-rexpected, the accuracy:of:all methods increased as class
_

:size intreated and the methods were generally e accurate-for, validation

year 1 than for validation yean 2. In addition all methods were mori

accurate for the "B or better" level than for the- C o better" level.

Interaction of:Methods and Class,Size

:.The general tendenty for accuracy fo increase for all methods as

claps size increased held for both criterion measures.- or the D trite-
1

rion, all of the smoothing me htods were more accUrate than was Method 1

r
across ell class size levels.: No substantial differencet among the

uing methods were. ed at,any of theclasa-size levels.

For the two smallest class sizaAntervala,--the relative frequencies:

sstimated by any of the smoothing methods werejnore accurate than the

estimatea produced by:Method 1 using the'r2-Y criterion measure-. However',

as class size indreated, the relative accuracy'of Method 2a (and, to some

extent, Method 2b) decreased with respect to the remaining methods,

ing Method 1.

lb, :4a, and 4b

ubttantial differences-among-the

ere observed:at any of the class-

eans of Methods

sizel_evela. --Bated on_



these results Methods afid 4b provided more actura.e estimated'.

relative frequencies at a wider range of class size levels than did the

remaining methods.

Interactions of Method with GPA Level, and/or Validation Year.

Based on the D
1

e smoothing methodsresulteclin:more atturate
7

-
estimation of validation,year relative krequendies-thanidid Method 1

GPA level and validation year combinations The accur-acy. ok the smoothing

methods did not_differ substantially for the tables computed using-Htha,

"B or better" level f succe Method 3a was, howeve superiorto the
_ _ _

for the validat on year 1 and "C or better" GPA combination.other methods

,For -the validation year 2 and "C or, better" GPA combinationl Method 3a

the most accurate while Methods 2a:and 2b tended to be the least accurate

the methodaexcept Method 1.

The smoothing methods were also more accurate

GPA levels according to the D2 criterion measure.

smoothing methods did net dikfer substantially at the

than Method 1 both

The accuracy of the

"B or bette GPA
,

__-
than Methods 2a and:level. Methods 3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b were more accurate

the "C or better" level. Thus ethod 3a was at least as accurate

as the other methods for all combinations of class size, GPA, and valida-

tion year levels.

AssIma Gained by Using Sm_B Methods .

In order to reflect the degree to which each smoothing method improved

on the p edicti

-ercentag

ns from observed relative frequencies (Method 1), the average.-

Bain in accuracy by_ using aach

sented in Table 6. These value indicate tha

e amoothing methods

_

overall-, the usaT of

_e-

.ach

smoothing method resulted in againin predictive accuracy of about 25% for



:the D 'inde Thx. e gains
1-

n predictive accuracy based on:the=D2 index

about 20% for Methods 3a 3b, 4s: 4b but only 107 for Methods 2a: and 2b.
_

Similar valueS-were computed for the index (comparable-to our D1-index)-used-:

by Perrin and Whitney (1976); their smoothing methods for single-entry tables

resulted in a gat_ in predictive-accuracy from 25% to 32%.

Insert Table 6 about here

Discussion

The use of smoothing methods resulted in a practically significant

increase in predictive accuracy in both this study and that,a Perrin,and

Whitney (1976). In the present study,the-xelative size of-the estimated

-variance components for methods%ancl:lot,the_interaction ofmethods with the-

other variables 8uggest that methods contributed substantially to the=total

:variance of:the-Anodel. The present study and that of Perrin(1974) suggest

that Methods 2a and 2bresult in a substantial increase_in aye agerpredictiVe_ _

thik intrease=.

studiesalso

accurady acro cells (as reflected by the D
1

index). HoweVer--
it accuracy was surpassed by:some of:the other methods.

suggest that Methods 2a and 2b result in only a minimal increase in predictive

accuracy for individual observations reflected by the D
2

index). Both
-.

==these-types of accuracy-.are desirable in most educational situations

:thods 2a and 2b didlnot provide a substantial gain in thelatter type

accuracy, these cooniy used regression ethods-(Schraeder, 1965) are less

app opriate than are other methods.

Of the construction methods studied, Method 3afainea= regre_ ion on
_ _ _ _

observed relative frequencies) wau ut least au accur te as any-of the other



meZhods fp both criterion

and validation year levels.

- 14 -

measures at all combinations of GPA, class size,-

Method 3a would be generally preferred for

double-entry tables like those studied.

The gain- in predictive accuracy from

isotonic regression

class size

using either extension of the

thod was nearly:as great (overall andfor most GPA,

and validation year levels) As was that from. using Method 3a.

Because Method 4b required the computation of the regressionestimates u

in Method 3a and subsequently employed the isotonic regression method

single7tntry tables, Method 4b is relatively complex Sc even,thoOgh the

use of Method 4b produced estimates nearly as accurate as those produced7by:

ed

Method 3a, the complexity of this method does not suggest its use. Because

the computations involved in using.Method 4a aie relatively simple (in fact,

clerical personnel could easily use this method aided only by a pocket

caltulator) this method would be preferred when -aUcess:.to a computer Is 'not

available. Method 4a would-also be preferred when the moreetringent-7

statistical assumptions of Method 3a are not likely:to be niet

Any of the smoothing methods studitd remove logical contradictions

ween obserVed data and beliefs regarding the actual relationship among

predictorvand success-measures Smoothing -ould also be expected to in:Crtase

_the accuracy of prediction when constructing tables to be used for admission,

guidante, or planning paposes. If such methods are used-, howev

traditional regression'methods (Methods 2a and 2b) can'-not be expected to be

_as accurate as the other methods studied. Methods 3a and 4a are especially

recommended _-- this purpose.-
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Figure la. -Hnsmoorhed data
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ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE F0R-D1 INDEX

Mean
Square

Mean Estimated
Square- Variance
Ratio Components

Between Schools

Z(Class Site)
S(School)/Z(Size)

0.57 5

0.03336

.000904

.001010

thin Schools

Method)
ZM(Size X Meth
sM/Z(School X Method

Y(Validation"".Ye
ZY(Size X Year

ISY/X(Scheol X Year/Size)

0.28053
0.01327
0.00251

-*
111.75*-

5.28

C(GPA Level):
2G,(Size X GPA Level)
SC/2(School-X GPA Level/Size)
4NL-
MY(Meth6d X Year) -

- 0.64152 24.77*
0.02227 0.86
0.02590

'ZMY(Site X Method X Yea )
SMY/X(School X Method X Year/S

MG(Method X GPA LeVel)_
sSMG(Site X Method X CPA Level)
SMG/Z(School X Method X GPA Level/Size

YG(Year X,CPA Leval)
ZYG(Site X,Year_X GPA Level)
SYG/Z(School-X Year X GPA Level

MYO(Method-X..Year"XCPA.Level)
Method-X'..Year-I-X-GPA avel).

SMYQ/Z(Seho61X Merhod'X-Year- X
--CPA-level/Site)

Error

Total

* * *

0.04146
0.00187
0.00173

0.00512
0.03864
0.01614

6 0.00242
24 0.00030
480 0.00065

0.46
O. 74

23.99
1.08

0.32
2.39

3.75
0.46

-.0007p1

:..400108
-.4.00376

.000063-***
-.000000

-.000548

.00025944*

.000000--

.000849-- '

__***
-.00000004
400000
400046_

_490.40-
-.0000o1 1 ,

-400218--

***
400000

-400038
.000521

400005***i
.000000**--y

'400000

01 -_

a zero lo)i a -umptibn

Negative estimates
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TABLE 2

ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE FOR 1)2 I

Between Schools

_2(C1assiSize)
S(School)/Z(Size

Within__r_Schools

M(method)
ZM(Size X Method)

-SM/Z(School X Method/Size)

Y(Validation Year):
ZY(Size X Year):
SY/Z(School X Year/Size)

G(GPA Level) -

ZG(Siie:X:-GPA7Level)
SG/Z(Schooll.X CPA Level/Size)

MY(Method X Year)
ZMY(Size X Method X Year)
SKY/Z(School X Method X Year/Size

,Mean

Mean _Square
df Sqyare Ratio

84

4 0.44860 15.85*
'-80 0.02830

..-.0.05326 43,75* -

0,00886
480 0.00122

1 0.07604 9.39
4 0.00292 0.36

80 0.00810

Estimated
Variance

g2Ilyonents

400706-
400946

000131
,000077
.000213 _

_000029***
,op0000
.000267

1 0.12149 11.15 .000046***
4 0.00182 0.17 -.000000

80 0.01089 .000360

***
6 0.00018 0.89 .000000***

24 0.00011 0.54 .000000
480 0.00020 .000007

MG(Method X GPA Level) 6

SMO(Size X Method X GPA Level) 24
SMG/Z(School X Method X GPA Level/Size ) 480

YG(Yeara CPA Level)
-:ZYG(Size-X-Year IUGPA:LeVel)---
SYG/Z(Schooll X Year X GPA Level/Size

MYG(MethOd XYear--X--GPA Level) -

ZMYG(Size-X:Method_XYear'X GPA Level)
SMYG/Z(School- X Method X Year X
GPA LeVel/Size) :

*
0.01052 11.35 .000024
0.00122 1.32 .000003
0.00093 .000155

0.01550
4 0.01142

80 0.00230

Error

6 0.00026
24 0.00017
480 0.00016

;000005
-- .000014

. 000072

1.58
1.06

.000000

. 000000**
_ .000000

Total

**

***
Is- zero by- assu4tion

_

Negative estimates replaced:bv.zero

_ .003241-
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TABLE 3

HEARS ON.CRITERION D1

Smoothing

Method

GPA Level

B or Bet er Bet

Validation Year 98 160=

219Year 1 Year 2 Year 1 Year 2 159

.2452 42712-. A358 3360 510 .3558

.2000j.- .2187:- 2404: A530. 2323 .2557

2b .2967: -.2204:' -.2340. -.2493. .2461 2559

.2020 .2168. .2084 .2281. .2279 .2375

3b .2062, ..2214 .2200 .2424 .2487

.1971 -.2202 2457 .2501

4b .1978 .
2137 226 .2458 2480

All Methods .2064 .2261:-. 2.422 .2560: .2559 .2646

Class Size

120- 340- -1150 -

339 1149 4193

All

2995 .2764 .2027

2397 2242 .18

2345 .2130 .1759

.2306 .2653 .1678

.2327 .2071 .1801

.2366 _2083 1707

.2386 .2061 .1634

.2446 .2200 .1784

.2971

.2280

2251

.2138

.2222

.2223-

.2204
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TABLE 4

-mEANS ON CRITERION D
2

Smoothing GI% Level: Class Size
All

,Method--:
-8 or
Bettnr

C or
Bette_

9 --
159-

160-
219

220-
339

340-
1149

1150-
4193

.1655 41937 2284 2240 .1897.1512 -.1041 .1796

.1495 ..1725 .1689 .1824 1721 .1506 .1311 .1610

2b .1496 .1739- 1780' .1842 .1725 .1466 4274 .1617

3a 1442: .1430 1604 .1657 .1570 1317 41032 .1436

b -.1462 4500 41685 4729 .1567- 1284 -.1139 -.1481

.1442 4548 1761 .1785 .1611-:-_, 1332 0986 -.1495

413-H%-= 1422 .1535 1767 1749 1609' .1307 .0961:1 .1479

All Methods 1488 .1631 .1796 41832 .1671- -.1390--=41106

,*

-.In addition-, the overall means for validation years - and:2 -ere 1503

and-4616 respectively.



TABLE 5

TUKEY CRITICAL DIFFERENCES FOR COMPARISONS

OF PAIRS OF MEAN'S CONTAINED, IN

SIGNIFICANT-MAIN- EFFECTS.OR INTERACTIONS

ZM

MG

ZYG

G

Criter on Measure

-2

0367

.0133 .0093

-.9370: .0256

.0174: .0127.---

.0163

__
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TABLE 6

MEAN PERCENTAGE GAIN IN PREDICTIVE ACCURACY

USING SMOOTHING METHODS COMPARED TO THAT CF

METHOD 1

thod
Criterion Index

D D
-1 -2

1

2a 23, 10

2b 24 10,

3a 28 20

-253b 18

4a 25 17

4b 26 18


